Paul Ferris produced a module on Theology of World Economics in OT for his OT survey course (online video format).

- All present were interested in access to the lecture.
- Discussed that most of us, a course module is the easiest/most economical format for teaching theology of world economics in OT.

Eric Mitchell is going to be making formal proposal through the Land Center of Cultural Engagement to Kent for an OT symposium to be held at Southwestern Seminary Fall of 2015.

- Paul Ferris, David Baker, Michael Mailock, Timothy Findlay, all OT professors and Kent fellows were interested in participating.

- General discussion on the symposium design:
  - To cover OT literary sections: law, prophecy, wisdom, poetry, narrative on the topic: theology of world economics in the OT.
  - To be relevant to pastors/ministry students.
  - To present formal papers which will be peer reviewed.
  - Papers to be published in a book.
  - Suggested to get a publisher with a broad scope/audience as possible (Wipf & Stock).
  - Suggested to have symposium held in a fishbowl format with students sitting in and listening.
  - Perhaps student class connected to symposium.
  - At a time for students.

Suggested participants: C. Wright, Robert Stalmay, B. Walker, W. Kaiser, John Bergsma, an economist, a business person, pastor.